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7,2.Proposed measures - Relationship between individual cost and total cost
7.2.1 General approach
Wherever possible, the cost of the action is calculated on the basis of the
average unit cost of the activities receiving assistance. This unit cost can then
be easily combined with the quantitative objectives, in particular with regard
to the minimum critical mass which must be attained in order for the
prognunme to have a significant impact. Statistics and observations derived
from implementation of the Youth for Europe progranrme and the European
Voluntary Service pilot scheme have made it possible to establish the unit cost
references used in the calculations.
7.2.2.Action I: European Voluntary Service
r Long-term intra-Community projects (6-12 months)
The cost of the projects is calculated on the basis of the lessons drawn from
the EVS pilot scheme. The budget for voluntary service projeas comprises
both variable costs, linked directly to the duration of the projects (volunteer's
allowance, subsistence, accommodation, etc.), and fixed costs, irrespective of
the duration of the projects (travel expenses, preparation, etc.). Combining
fixed and variable costs thus gives a realistic estimate of the average total cost
of the projects, depending on their duration. This method is used to calculate
the cost of projects of 6-12 months' duration" which arc at the heart of this
scheme and attract the bulk of the financial resources.
As far as the cost to the Community budget is concerned, the approach
adopted is to assume that some specific costs actually represent a financial
burden for the project partners (they involve a financial transaction in respect
of a third party) and are therefore likely to be covered by the Community's
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This budgetary plan makes it possible to attain by the end of the third year a
level of activity approaching the criticai mass (+l- 12 500 long-term
volunteers).
European voluntary service with non-member countries
The specific assumptions used to evaluate the financial implications and the
level of activity of projects with non-member countries are summarised in the
following table:
Supervisory and preparatory activities may be included in the projects, but 5Yo
ofthe budget allocated to the action has been set aside to cover supervisory
and preparatory activities organised in cooperation with the other parties
-jntta.-
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involved (national agencies, specialised institutions/organisations, the
Commission, etc.).
The breakdown for the period 200A-2A04 is therefore as follows:
This budgetary plan makes it possible to start offwith a level of activity which
is in continuity with the European voluntary service programme (1998-1999),
and which then, in the manner of the intra-Community projea, ends up at
more than doubling its initial level at the end of the period.
7.2.3.Action 2: Youthfor Europe br""L,,* ''-#To-t
A similar approach to the one adopted for the EVS has been used:
calculations are based on unit costs per project, depending on the type of
project (bilateral, trilateral, multilateral) and an average number of participants
per project, with reference to the experience gained under the Youth for
Europe programme. It is anticipated that the exchanges being funded will be
increasingly multilateral, in view of the gtreater Community added value and
European dimension of such projects. Moreover, there are practically' no
arrangements gving priority to bilateral cooperation agreements at national
level to enable this type of activity to be supported.
1 month
2-5 months
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The assumptions concerning the average subsidy per project, the balance
between intra-Community activities and activities with non-member countries
and the breakdown of projects into the various types of activity are based on
the experience and statistical observations obtained from the Youth for
Europe programme during the two most important years of the programme
for which data are available: 1996 and 1997 .
These assumptions and their implications in financial terms and on the level of
activity are summarised in the following tabie:
The budgetary plan below makes it possible to achieve and maintain from the
first year a level of activity of some 1i0 000 young people per year.
The proportion of the budget for the You.th for Europe action allocated to
exchanges with non-member countries is cornparable to the situation under the
third phase of the Youth for Europe programrne (- ZU/a of appropriatiorm
allocated to exchanges). The unit costs used are derived from the statistics for
action D (exchanges with non-member countries) of the Youth for Europe lltr
programme.
The level of activity is expected to progress steadily, increasing only at the end
of the period (last two years).
The breakdown for the period 2000-2004 is as follows:
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7.2.4 Action 3: Opportunityfor Youth
The assumptions with regard to the unit cost are based on observations made
in the context of action A.II.2 of the Youth for Europe progranime. They also
include the assumptions contained in the financial statement drawn up fbr the
multiannual European Voluntary Service programme.
r Youth initiatives
The budgetary allocation (see below) will make it possible to treble the level
of activity relating to youth initiatives. This objective of a threefold increase is
justified in that this measure, which corresponds to Youth for Europe action
A.II.1, has a very strong potential for growth, which, moreover, nnade it
necessary to considerably decentralise this action from 1997.
o Post-EVS initiatives
The aim is to support post-EVS initiatives for 10% of EVS projects. The
estimated average cost @CU 5 500) of these post-EVS initiatives being
similar to the cost of an EVS project, the amount allocated to this measure
within action 3 is therefore around l0% of the amount allocated to action 1.
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lopportunity for youth - Breakdown of the budget for the action {million EGU)
7.2.5.Action 4: Joint actions
This action is by nature very varied and wirll depend on the type and content -
probably very diverse - of the projects supported. It does not seem
appropriate at this stage to refer to this action in terms of unit cost when there
is no relevant reference for it. The approerch adopted therefore is to allocate
an indicative amount to this action, which makes it possible to adjust to
demand and which, during implementation, provides the flexibility required by
a completely new action. At this stage it is proposed to allocate lYo of the
programme budget.
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The results of the ex-ante evaluation of the programme reaffirm the
importance of this type of support measurerin uniting the conditions necessary
to ensure the programme's succsss They arlso show that they are necessary to
reinforce the context - the youth field - in vrhich the programme is established.
r Training and cooperation in relation to persons involved in youth work
Training of those involved: This type of measure is, to a large extent,
associated with the development and implementation of the projects contained
in actions 1, 2 and 3. The number of individuals who should benefit from them
is therefore proportionate to the level of activity generated by the programme,
and thus to the number of projects supported under these three actions. It is
reasonable to adopt as an assumption that the annual number of beneficiaries
of assistance should correspond to apprrcximately 250/o of the number of
projects supported under actions 1,2 and3.
Development of European modules: The unit costs of projects are based on
the averages observed in actions B.II of the, Youth for Europe programme.
4l
Exchange of experience: The number of projects for the first year corresponds
to the situation observed in Youth for Europe. It then increases logically at the
same time as the actions (1, 2 and 3), which these projects are of course
supporting. The unit costs of these projects are based on the averages
observed in actions B.I and C of the Youth for Europe programme.
Experimental activities; the implementation of the Youth for Europe
progralnme or the European voluntary service pilot scheme have shown that it
is important to provide for a specific means of renewing community
cooperation in an area in which the needs and manner of participation of
young people are constantly changing. In this context, too, the Commission
has an important role to play in encouraging innovation. This measure is
therefore designed to support a small number of projects of this type each
year, the scope of which may vary to a very considerable extent (under the
EVS, the cost of such projects varied from ECU l8 000 (cooperation between
local authorities) to ECU 400 000 (world cup project l99S)).
Action 5: $upport measures - Breakdown (million ECUI
r Information for young people and youth studies
The unit costs are derived from the conclusions drawn from
(information for young people) and E.II (youth studies) of the
Europe prograilrme.
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/\ction S:Support measures - Information for young people and Youth studies
Breakdown {million and level of
0'.85 0.86 0.92 1.06 1.23 4,92
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257
. Support Measures
- National agencies
A distinguishing feature of this programme's irnplementation lvill be
substantial decentralisation, in particular vrith regard to Actions 1,2 and,3.
From the year 2000 agencies will have to manage appropriations much flreater
than at present. National agencies' fundirrg requirements shoulcl grow less
quicktry than the appropriations they urill be responsible for managring" on
account of fixed costs, the effects of expr:rience and the managetnent tools
whicli will be developed (in{brmation teclnology platfomr). The calculation
assumption used is that the ratio between thLe increase in the nationai agencies'
frrnding requirements and that of the appropriations for actions l. 2 anrJ 
-l
(which are the most iikely to be decentralised) is I to 3.
- Technical assisiance
For ttre plupo$es of irnplementing the Socrates, Leonardo da Vinci and Youth
progranilnes, the Cornmission will be ablle tn use the services of a toint
technical assistance office tbr administra.tive tasks. Use of such technical
assistance is justified in particrilar by the far:t that the programmes in question
are "mass" programmes, involving numerorrs standardised transactions. which
in most cases concern small amounts. The office's tasks will be carried out
under the supervision of the Commission, and will not involve delegation of
the tasks of a public authority.
The contribution ofthe Youth programme to the annual operating costs of the
technical assistance office will not exceedl 3Yo of the programme's annual
appropriation. The contract with the office will include deontological clauses
to prevent conflicts of interest, define inconrpatibilities and impose respect for
confidentiality.
- Evaluation
The mechanisms for evaluating the programme (see point 9 for more details)
will be based in particular on the practice of ongoing evaluation implemented
under the European voluntary service pilot scheme. Appropriations allocated
to programme evaluation reflect the extr:nsion of this system to all the
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shouldMember States. They
thematic evaluations
also make possible to caffy out specific
The SEM 2000 recommendations suggest setting aside at least 0.5% of the
budget for evaluation activities. The Youth prograrnme is nevertheless a
special prograrnme in that it focuses on young people as a social group and is
not institutionally based. This special situation means that measuring the
impact of the programme and each of its actions is a very long and complex
procedure (for example, the immediate impact of such a prograflrme on the
personal development of young people, their citizen skills or the multiplier
effects on their environment is not obvious). For this reason it has been
decided to allocate approxirnately 0.8% of the budget in this programme
proposal to cover evaluation costs.
- Conferences, symposia and other activities concerned with the exploitation
and dissemination of results: The high-profile nature of the programme,
and the operational impact and effectiveness, are strengthened by these PR
activities related to the fruits of Community cooperation.
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